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ENGAGEMENT FACTSHEET

ENGAGEMENT RATIONALE
Deutsche Wohnen has become the center of a public debate about housing
affordability in Berlin. A significant amount of people living in Berlin are calling
for expropriation of all privately owned portfolios >3000 units. Their campaign
is called ‘Deutsch Wohnen enteignen’. Instead of showing a face to the public
and opening a dialogue, Deutsche Wohnen has stayed quiet, leaving people
guessing on what the future will bring.

Subsequently, Die Linke proposed new legislation to freeze residential rents
for the next 5 years. Deutsche Wohnen has been in the midst of all discussions.
In our opinion management has dealt poorly with this troublesome situation
where they have been fighting off the allegations as opposed to having a
constructive dialogue.

BACKGROUND
The residential sector is a real estate segment where the landlord is
conducting business with retail costumers –tenants- and not with other
businesses. The dynamics of managing a residential portfolio are therefore
different and stakeholder management is even more important for managing
and growing the business in the long-term. Balancing rental growth with tenant
satisfaction scores is therefore essential.

THEME FOR ENGAGEMENT
x Social: stakeholder management

ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
x Deutsche Wohnen should come with constructive proposals seeking to help

the situation.

ENGAGEMENT RESULTS
x During several conversation with management they acknowledged the

issues. The company issued a new EUR 30mln Coronavirus relief fund with
its 2019 annual results. This is a clear indication that the company is
improving its stakeholder management efforts. The fund is set up to help
tenants, business partners and service providers who find themselves in
financial difficulty because of the Coronavirus pandemic.

x Since the initial announcement, the company has issued several
commitments on their responsibility towards tenants and employees alike

x The company has also launched a Plan for socially responsible climate
protection in the housing sector – a sociallu responsible refurbishing plan

NEXT STEPS
x We will continue to monitor Deutsche Wohnen’s public appearance. In

addition, we will monitor how they will be using the Coronavirus relief fund.

DEVELOPMENT MILESTONE

COMPANY
Deutsche Wohnen SA

COUNTRY
Germany

SECTOR
Real Estate

MARKET CAP
Mid Cap

ISSUE
Stakeholder management

MATERIALITY
We believe that managing and 
balancing all stakeholders is the 
best approach to grow the business 
in the most sustainable and long 
term way.

RISK
x Reputational damage through 

poor stakeholder management
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